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Explore This Topic: What is the difference between object-oriented and procedural
programming languages? A major factor in the invention of Object-Oriented approach ...
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procedural text is like instructions that are usually in order , sometimes uses diagrams ,
detailed step by step .
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What is the purpose of HCPCs codes and why are they necessary?
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Diagnostic codes are generated by your on-board computer. They tell you what problems
the computer has identified with your engine. The codes are numbers.
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www.wisegeek.com/what-is-cpt-coding.htm
Apr 01, 2014 · Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) coding is a standard, universal
code that is applied to medical procedures and services for the purpose of patient ...
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www.medicalcodingbooks.com/product/procedural-crosscoder-2014
Ingenix Procedural Cross Coder 2014 CPT to ICD9 code book sold at Medical Coding
Books. Other cross coding books available.
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